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T. D. Lysenko it seems to have fallen on evil days, and it is
not regarded very highly by some leaders of science in the
Soviet Union* In one respect the Lenin Academy has
added to the complexity of organisation of science in
Russia;, for it has its own publishing department and,
quite separately from the Ministry, it issues its own journals
and monographs on agricultural research.
The bigger laboratories under the Ministry are dignified
by the cumbersome title of AU-lMon Scientific Research
Institutes.1    These  are  organised in the same way as
institutions under the Academy of Sciences.   One finds
the familiar small, almost autonomous, laboratories with
four or five workers under a leader who is sometimes a
very distinguished scientist;  the constellation of accoun-
tants and secretaries; the women in shawls who sit about
in corridors and offices apparently with nothing to do.
The institutes are directed for the most part by adminis-
trators with a scientific background: often youngish men,
without any pretensions to a reputation in research, but
with a knowledge of practical problems, and boundless
enthusiasm for the possibilities of science applied to agricul-
ture.   The director is, of course, obliged to use his institute
for the solution of ad hoc problems and for the higher levels
of extension work (such as summer schools for agronomists).
There is clearly great competition to excel in service to the
State.   An institute which successfully introduces a new
variety of crop or a new agricultural practice is rewarded
by a liberal prize or even by a medal; and the individual
scientist who initiated the successful work may receive as
much as 50,QQQ roubles by way of a prize.   This policy
eacourages publicity for the results of research and high-
pressure salesmanship for the wide application of new
ideas:   both activities not consistent with good work.
The foreign scientist has, therefore, to cultivate some
6 sales resistance * when he visits an agricultural research
institute; for he will hear stories of perennial wheat with
1 Vsesouzni nauchno-issledovatelski institut.

